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ABSTRACT

MODIFICATION OF ALL-HEXAHEDRAL FINITE ELEMENT
MESHES BY DUAL SHEET 11\SERTTON A:-.ID EXTRACTTOl\

Michael J. l301·den
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
.!\,f aster of Science

The development of algorithms that effectively modify all-hexahedral ftnit e
element meshes is currently an active area of research. Mesh modification can be
used to improve mesh quali ty, reduce the time required to mesh a model, and improve
the finite element analysis resu lti:i. However, general modification of all-hexa hedral
rnei:ihcs has proven difficult because of the global effects of local modifications.
This thesis cxplaini:i the global con:-.traints on modifying all-hexahedral meshes
and then presen ts three mesh modification techniques that make it possible to do
loca.l modification!:) while accounting for the global effects. These techniques arc sheet
insertion, sheet extraction, and mesh cutt:ng. Sheet insertion is used to refine a. mei:ih
by inserting sheets of hexahedral d ements into existing meshes. Sheet extraction
coarsens existing meshes by deleting sheets of clements from the mesh. :'vlesh cutting
is used to modify a simp!<') mesh to fit it to complex geometric features.
These mesh modification techniques a re covered in detail, with representa tive
graphics. Examples are given that clcm01:stra.te the application of each techniq ue to
the mesh generation process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Engineers a re designing increasingly complex systems. At the same time they
are expected to do so as efficiently and economically as possible. Because of t hese
expectations, comput ational mechanics has become an import field of research and
development. In a. report by the United States .\!ational Commi ttee on Theoretical
a.nd Applied Mechanics; the following statement was made concerning computational
mechanics:
It is the fundam entally irnporb:1J lt part of computationa.l science aud engineerin g concerned with the use of computational approaches to d lR.racterize, predict, and simulate physical events and engineering systems
governed by the laws of mechanics .. . It hRs t rRnsforrned ruuch of classical
Newtonian theory into practical tools for prediction and understanding
of complex systems. These are used in the simulation and design of current ~tnd future advances in technology throughout the developed and
developing world. These have had a pervasive impact on nw.nufacturing,
communication, transportation , medicine, defense and many other <J.re<lS
central to modern civilization. By iucorporating new models of physical
and biological t->ysterns based upon quantum, molecular and biological mechanics, computational mechanics has an enormous potential for fu t m e
growth and a pplica.bility[l].
A widely used tool of computational mechanics is t he fin itf! element method .
This method is used in modeling and analyzing many physical phenomena such as
stress , fluid flow velocity, and temperature. T he finite element method involves two
basic steps: first , a continuous domain is subdivided into discrete elements (i.e.;
finite elements) and second, a system of equations based on the configm ation of
these clements is solved. Computers can perform t he computations involved in solving the equations for finite element analysis vvith li ttle interaction from the analyst.
Subdividing or meshing- the doma in, on the other hand, may involve considerable
interaction from a user. In fact, mesh generation is often the most. time consuming
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and labor intensive step in finite element tlna.lysis . .John Guckcnhcimer: then president
of SlA lVT, addressed this issne:
Ironically: as mtme rical analysis is applied to larger and more complex
problems, non-numerical issues play a la rger role. Mesh generation is an
excellent. example of this phenomenon . Solving current problems in struct ural mecha.nics o r fluid dynamics with fin ite difference o r fin ite element
methods depend:) upon the construction of high-qua.lity meshes of surfaces
and volumes. Geometric design a.nd construction of these meshes are typically much more time-consuming thHn the simulations that a re performed
with them [ll].
Because of this meshing bottleneck) there is currently significant research being devoted to the automatic generation of fini te ele ment m eshes .
Tetrahedral

IIH~s hes

arc well devc-!lopecl and have been

i ncorpora.tc~d

in nu-

merous ::>oftware packages. Hexahedral me::;he::; provide advantages over tetrahedral
meshes but arc currently more restrictive in the geometrical s hapes they can fill [4][8].
l3ecausc of t heBe advantages , the work presented in this thesis will deal only with a llhcxabr.dra.l meshes.
The ultima te goal of all-hexahedral mesh generation research is an a ul:ornatic

meshcr that can hand le a rbitrary three-dime nsional shapes . \{a ny different meshing
a lgori thms have b een developed in an ef[ort to attain this goal.

Although t hese

<dgoritluns have reduced the time it takes to create a useful mesh they have not yet
reached t.he goa.! of automatic mesh generation.
Effort has also bee n put into deve loping a lgorithms for modifying an exist ing
rne:-;h (see Section 4.3). :V!esh modification can be used to improve mesh quality a nd
the analysis results of t he model.

This modification involves adding or removing

cleHlellts from a mesh that has already been created; however, modification of a.llhexahcdral rneshes while maintaining hexahed ra.! connectivity can be difficult.
One area of meshing that involves mesh modification is adaptive meshing. Automatic adaptive meshing has great potential in a utomating the meshing and analysis
process[2]. Adaptive meshing modifies the mes h during the analysis step to red uce the
error:-; in the model. Th is process usually

involv<~s

rnesb.

2

refining or coarsening the cxi:-;ting

This thesis introducet> a collection of techniques that can be used for generalized modification of all-hexahedral meshes. T hese techniques use a global approach
to modification that makes it possible to mainta in the hexahedral connectivity of the
mesh. The applications of t.hi:) work include decreasing the Lime to mesh, improving
mesh q uality, and adaptive meshing.

3

4

2 THE DUAL OF A MESH

i\.n a ll-hexahedral m esh can b e rcprcscnLcd by it's geometric dual. :VIurdoch[21]
discussed tbe possibilities of creating an all-hexahed n J.l mesh for any arbitrary threedimens iona l volume by using the properties of t he dual. Two important properties of
the d ual that. Mmdoch discussed arc: 1) it provides

cUt

('l.l ternat ive geometrical rcp-

re~e ntat ion of a mesh and 2) it explicitly defines the global connectivity constraints

of a mesh. AlLhough the vvork presented in Lhis t hesis d oes not deal with the init ial mesh generation process t he methods a re best presented and discussed \;l,'it h an
underst anding of the d ual of a rneoh. This section will int roduce t he dual a nd the
terminology used to discuss it.

2.1

The Dual of a Quadrilateral Mesh
A quadrilateral mesh clement is composed of one two-dimensional face, four

011e-dimcnsional edges, and four :r,ero-dimensional nodes. The dual of a quadrilate ra l mesh is composed of zero-dirnensiorw.l centroid~:>, one-dimensional chords, and a
two-dime nsional n-Bided closed polygon called a 2-ccll. The dna! of a face is the centroid, the du c1.l of the edge is the chord) and the dual of t he node is the 2-cell. This
relalious hip b etween the mesh and its dual is s umrnari,;ed in T a ble 2.1.
A mesh can be crea ted from its dual by placing nodes at t.he center of each
2-cel l. E ach node is t hen connected t o t he nodes of neighboring 2-cells by edges that
intersect. the chord segments (i .e. t he segments of a chord counecting two a.djacent
ceut roids) of t he 2-cell. T he number of ~id e.<> of the 2-cell det erm ines t he valency
(i.e. the number of connecting edges ) of a node-each side m usL be intersected by
one edge. A s imila r procedure can be followed to create the d11al from the mesh.

5

Figure 2.1 :-;!tows a mesh and its dw:tl. The d11al chords arc nllmhcn•d and the mesh
is shown

HS cln~hcd

lines.

TA.ble 2.1: Relationship between 20 mesh and dual.
Mesh E ntity

Dimension

D tml Entity

Dimension

Face

2

Centroid

()

Edge

1

Chord

Node

0

2-Cell

2

Murdoch provided a list of coni-ltrnints that apply to the dual of a qu adrilateral
mesh to ins m e that it is valid.

Th~e

con::;traints on t.he two-dimensional dual are:

• A r horcl t.hat begins on a boundary of t.he meshed region mllst terminate on the

boundary of the meshed region.

• If a. cltord does not begin on
d osed

::t.

b oundaJ·y of the meshed region it must form a

curve~ .

• A mc:-J lt ent.it.y edge may not cross the chord bet.ween a centroid a nd an edge on
Lite boundary of the mesh.
• Only two chords may cross at a centroid. T his ens ures that mch quadrilateral
element will have four edges.
• Chords nrc nowhere tangent.
• Two chords may cross each other multiple times but t hese crossing may not be
cons<'<·ut.ivc. This prevents tvw quad ri lateral elements from s hnring t wo edges.
• A chord is allm,·ed to cross itsel f on ly if f'ach crossing is sE-pa ra ted by four other
centroids.

G

• The mi11imum number of chords that defin e a

me~; h con ~i~;t ing

of one quadrilat-

eral clement is two each chord defines two opposing edges of t he element .
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figure 2.1: A quadrilateral

2.2

3

4

me~; h ~1.n d

its dul'l.l.

The Dual of a H exah edral M esh
A hexahedral clement is composed of six quadri lateral faces and eight three-

edged nodes. The dual of a hexahedral element is similar to the dual of the quadrilateral clement. A dual centroid is placed at the center of each hexahedron . T hree
chords that cHch pHss through opposing faces of the clement arc intersected at the
centroid. The chords create 2-cells and t he 2-cells can be grouped into n-faced polyhedrons called 3-cclls. The correspondence between the t hree-dimensional mesh and
its d ual is s hown in Ta ble 2.2.
7

Table 2.2: Relationship between 3D mesh and dual.

:vrPHil

Di mension

Dual Ent ity

Dimension

Hex Element

3

Centroid

0

Fnrr

2

Chord

l

Edf,!;C

1

2-Ccll

2

J\ocln

0

0-Cell

:3

EuLiLy

!\.::, in the two-dimensional case, a chord tha t begins on

<1.

boundary mus t

tcrminntc on the bouudar.Y or a chord may form an intemal closed loop. In three
dimensions a single chord represents a stack of hexahedral <'lclllents as shown in
Figm<' 2.2. However, c·hords alone are not sufficient for defini ng Yalid

connecti\·it~·

for IH•xahedral meshes. To do this, Murdoch introduced the definition of the twist
plauc[21].

Figure 2.2: A stack of hexahccl rons along a dtta l chord.

A twist plane is a continuous. three-dimensional surfac('. In a hexahedral mesh.
a chord cun only exist on a twist plane. T his rE>stricts the allowable directions a chord
can t.ravcl in order to follow t he local s ha pe of the twist plntt(!. 1\.L<;o, a chord can
only ex ist at. the intersection of two twist pla.nes. In three d im<'nsions, dua.l centroids
exist only

<~t

the iutersrction of three twist planes. Figu re 2.:3a. shows three twist

8

planes inLcrsc'cl.ing to define a hexahedral clement. Figure 2.3b shows the chords and
centroid creal c'd by these intersecting planes. Similar to chords in two dimensions,
twist plan<'S may nowhere be tangent or coplanar. Figure 2.-1 shows a twist plane in
a hf'xalwdral mesh (chords are not shown). A Lwist plane can be used t.o represent a.

sheet of hcxa lt<'<ira.l me.'5h elements.

b.

H.

Figur<' 2.3: Intersecting twist planes of a. single hcxahedr<ll element.

Twist Plane

Figure 2.-l: A twist. plane.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

For all-hexahedral mesh modification there urc two important properties of
chordf;; that must be considered: 1) A chord that begins on a ho11ndary of the meshed
region must terminate on t he boundaJ-y of the meshed region and 2) a chord that
docs not. begin on the boundary must form a closed loop . These properties dictate
tha.t l:\.ny insertion or extract ion of elements will have a global effect on the existing

mesh.
Adding or removing new elements to a mesh d uring refinement. will add or remove chords to the dual. For a two-d imensional mesh , adding a quadrilateral element
will resu lt in one new chord being added to the dual and removing a. quadrilateral
element will result in one chord being removed from the dual. For a three-dimensional
mesh, adding one new hexahedral element will re1mlt in /:l n entire twist plane with its
resul t ing chords being added to t he dual aJJd removing one hexahedral clement will
re::;ult in removing one twist plane from the d ua l. The chords that arc added lo the
d ual wi ll either propagate through t he mesh until t hey reach a boundary or they will
form closed loops. This global constraint that changes to the mesh must propagate
accord ing to t he dual makes generalized local modificat ions d ifficult.
An important area of all-hexahedral rne:-;hing that wou ld benefit from gcnerali~::ed

local refin ement is adaptive meshing. Adaptive meshing is t.he proce.os of

adapting an existing mesh to the physical properties of the problem that is being
solved[lO]. It is used to improve the accuracy of the solution. The first. step to
adaptive meshing is to create a. mesh which can be done using one of the techniques
described in Chapter 4. Next, a.n initial

~:>olution

estima.tion of the error in the model is

m<::~.cle. B<::~secl

11

to the problem is computed and an
on the error estimation, areas

where t he solution could be improved by changing the mesh arc

ident ifi1 ~cl .

Adaptive

techniques are then w;ed to modify the mesh in these areas. These t ech niques include
node moving , increasing t he number of nodes: and decreasing the number of node:; .
However, because of the con:;tra.ints mentioned earlier, it ca11 be difficult to modify a
hex<lhedral nwsh to increase or decrease the number of nodes in a loca l a rea.
Mesh modification can also be nsccl for improving mesh quality. In some cases,
nlf'Sh quality ran be improvrd by removing poor quality elements from Lh<' mesh. f or
example, if a mesh has been generated that

cont ~lius

inverted clements, tiH'St' elernents

can be removed from t ho rnesh. Since analys i::; software is unable to handle inverted
Plements removing t hese elrmcnts will m<tke it possible to perform the ana lysis when
it would otherwise not be possible.
F inally, JnE:>:;h modification can be used t.o fit. simple meshes to complex geometric features. An application for t.his approach is reducing the tim<' required to
create a mesh for assembly meshing problems. When genera.ting meslws for assembly
problems much of the time invested in creatiug t.hc mesh is oft en spent on a sma ll
number of geometries with complex features. If mesh modification ran be used to

fit a simple, ea!-ly to create mesh to the geometry the overall time t o 1110-sh could be
df'treased dramat ically.

3.1

Research Objective
The pmpose of the research presented in Lhis t hesis is to explore t he possibi li-

t ies of im proving tho mesh generation process through mesh modification. The goaLo::;
of t his work arc to provid<· Lhe ability to p erform loca.l modifications to nil-hexahed ral
meshes and show that local modifications can be usc to improve the meshing prorcss
by improving quality a.nd wducing Lhc overall ti111c Lo mesh. This work hns led to the
d evelopment of throe mesh modification techniqnC's: sheet insertion: siH'C't extraction ,
and mesh cut t ing.
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4 EXISTING VOLUME MESHING TECHNOLOGY

Currently, t here a.re a variety of volume meshing schemes in usE'. This chapter
presents background on some of the most widely used of these schemes. Understanding the capabilities and limitations of cu rrent schemes is important in developing the
motivation for the work presented in this t hesis.

4 .1

Structured Volume Meshing Algorithms

A quadrilateral mesh is structured if all nodes that are not on a boundary
a.re connected Lo four elements (i.e. the node is the end poi nt for four edges). For
a hexahedral

mc~h

to be st ructured the interior nodes rntwt be connected t.o Hi x

clements. The regularity of a. structured mesh is desirable in analysis. Two popu la r
structured meshing algorithms are mapping a.nd submapping.

4.1.1

Mapping
Mapping algorit hms provide a powerful t ool for mesh genere1.tion because they

create a regul ar mesh and arc very efficient. The mesh shown in Figure 4.1 is a n
example of a mapped surface mesh.
!\lapping requires t.hat the geometry being modeled be a topological rectangle
for surfaces (a surface that ca.n be represented by four logical curves) or a topological
hexahedron for a. volume (a volume that; can be represented by six logical surfaces).
This technique picks the logical corners of the geometry and then assigns an equal
in terval count to opposing boundaries. For geometries with irregular shapes, mapped
meshes can become distorted to the point. where the qua.li t.y of t he mesh is no longer
acceptable. In spite of the:-;c limitations , mapping is often preferred because of t.be
following advantages[6J:
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f'ig ure 4.1: A mapped surface mesh.

• Boundary Sensitivity. '\1apping a re>giou produces an al l-qua drilat eral or a llhexahedral mesh that closely follows t he sha pe of th<' bounda ry.

Rows of

c le me nts end at geome tric corners, intersect p e rpendicula rly at large interio r
n.ngl<!s, a nd follow the contour of the smooth bounda ry segments. Since well
shaped clements a rc us ually critical ncar the boundl1.ry, this characteristic is of
pnrt ic ular importance.
• Orientation Insens itivity. Dift'erent orientations of a gcoru otry do not result iu
d ifferent meshes. Mapped approaches th us provide r<:pca.tability and consist.(' ncy.
• Rrgular. A mapped mesh re.<;ults in a ,·cry regula r patt.crn of connectivity l-lmong
t.hc nodes. An interior mesh node is considered regular if it. is connected to four
clements. Irregu lM nodes can a ppear with mapping t.rchniqucs, but they are

few in number and can be placed a way from t he boundary.
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4.1.2

Submapping
Because mapping must mesh geometries

afi

n=lctangu lar or hexahedral shapes

it does not work well for complex geometries. In this case the model must be subdivided into simpler shapes for mapping to work well. This subdivision can be clone
either manually or automatically.

Automatic s ubdivision breaks the region to be

meshed into virtual sub-regions that can be meshed by mapping. This is known

C:IS

s u bmapping[27].
The first step of submapping is classify ing the geometric vertices of the region
to be meshed . Each vertex is classified according to the interior angle between curves
attached to it as a.n end (rv 7i/ 2) , side (rv 1r), corner("' 37i/ 2), or reversal (rv 27T).
Submapping then divides the region into sub-regions at the corners a.nd reversals.
This d ivision continues until no corner::; or reversals remain on any of the subregions.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of bow s ubma.ppillg would subdiv ide a surface into
regions that can be mapped.

4.2

Umslructured Volume Meshing A lgol'ithms

In a.n unstructured mesh, the number of clements attached to int erior nodes
may be more or Jess than that for st ructured meshes. Although the quality of unstructured meshes rnay be worse than structmed meshes they have one advantage :
unstructured meshing algori thms are more fl exib le in the geometric shapes they can
fil l. Sweeping and whisker weaving are two examples of unstruct ured volume meshing
algorithms.

4.2.1

Sweeping
A swept volume mesh ha.!:l source a nd target surfaces \Vith the sa.me clement

connectivity. T hese surfaces a.re connected by ma ppable linking surfaees (see Figure
4.3) . The first step in sweeping is mcshiug t he ::;ource surface. This mesh is then
projected through t he volume one layer a.L a. time until the target surface is reaehed.
Sweeping is known as a two and ouc-half dimensional meshing seherne because it.
creates the mesh a.t t he surface level and then projects it through the volume.
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Figure 4.2: Subdividing a surface by snbmapping.

Sweeping is currently the dominant algorithm HHE-ld to create hexahedral meshes.
Sweeping algorit hms have matured to become usefu l for

cre;~J i ng

meshes on a wide

va.riety of t hree-dimensional bodies. These algorithms have evolved so that they ca.n
accommodate non-planar, non-parallel source and target s urfaces and variable crosssectional areas [24] as well as multiple source and target s urfaces [19][5][23][13][14].
For com plex models that do not have a set of source and target surfaces that
<tre connected by mappable linking surface, sweeping is used in a divide and conquer
approach. Tn this approach the model is first decomposed-or broken apart-into
volumes tha.t ar e sweep<tble, and theA<>e vol11rnf>A'> are then meshed individually. The
divide and conq uer approach makes s\vecping a powerful meshing tool.
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~viost

sweeping

Source /
Surface

F igure 4.3: A swept volume mesh.

algorithms, however, still constrain the mesh on the linking surfaces to be structured.
In some cases this constraint may lead to poor quality elements.

4.2.2

Whisker Weaving
·w hisker weaving is an advancing front volume meshing scheme. It begins

with a closed , all-quadrilateral mesh of the surfaces of a volume and then constructs
hexahedral element conllectivity advancing into t he volume[25]. The meshing i::> clone
using information conta ined in the dual of the mesh. The basic step of whisker weaving is to create a hexahedral element by intersecting three interior dual chord::>. To
create these intersections, the boundary quad rilateral mesh is reprefts ented by da ngling
"whiskers" . The dangl ing whiskers project. from the dual centroids of the quadrilateral mesh into the volume that is being meshed. The whisker weaving algorithm t hen
intersects three adjacent whiskers to create a new hexahedral clement. The faces t hat
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<He exposed to t he interior of the volume become part of t he boundary mesh and the
a lgorithm continues until no dangling whisker::; are left.
The whisker weaving algorithm ca.n create meshes on complex, non-sweepable
geometries. Figure 4.4 shows a mesh that was created by the whisker weaving algorithm. This model would be difficult to mesh by sweeping, requiring decomposition
into multiple bodies. One draw back of the whisker weaving algorithm, however, is
t hat it docs not guarantee mesh quality and usually produces meshes that are uns uitable for analysis due to inverted elements. Such meshes can be very difficult to
untangle[16].

Figure 4.4: A mesh created \vith the \vhiskcr weaving algori t hm.
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4.3

Mesh Modification Techniques
Some work has already been done for the refinement of all-hexahedral meshes.

Schneiders et al.[22] presented an octrec-based algorithm for the generation and refinement, of hexahedral meshes. This method relies
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a set of t emplates that are

used in the transition between the coarse and fine mesh. More recently, Kraft[17]
publ ished a technique developed primarily for use in rerneshi ng models during large
deformation analysis. This work specifically addresses the meta.! forming problem.
Kraft's procedure, however, often uses 'tied'

or non-COilform a.l- nodes to transition

from coarse to fine me.shed regions, and some analysis packages do not handle this
kind of transiti on .
Other techniques of mesh modification have been developed that t ake a more
general approach. These technique::; include dicing and pillowing, which will he discussed below.

4.3.1

Dic ing
Dicing is used to efficiently transform a coarse all-hexaheclral mesh into a. fine

nlCsh[18]. Tile steps of dicing are:
1. Genera.te the coarse mesh.

2. F ind all dicer sheets in the mesh (a dicer sheet is t he sam e as a. hexahedral sheet
as de!:icri bccl in Chapter 2) .
3. Set intervals for each dicer sheet.
4. Generate t he fine mesh by dividing each clicer !:lheet into the specified number
of intervals.
Figure 4.5 shows the result of dicing the a mesh cre;-ttecl by sweeping. In this example,
all the dicer sheet where diced with an inter val of t,wo.
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b.

a.

Figure 4.5: A coarse mesh (a..) and a diced mesh (b.).

4.3.2

Pillowing

The pillowing procedure involves inserting a pillow-or sheet-of hexahedral
elements a.round an existing set of hexahed ral elements[20]. The existing set of elements is called the shrink set. This process involves four general steps. First, the
hexahedrons that are to be in the shrink set a.re identified. Second, the exterior nodes
of the shrink set are moved towards the center of the shrink set, and a copy of each
node is left in the original position. This step is shown in Figure 4.6 with t he copied
nodes shown in Figure 4.6b.
For t he third step, the clements in the shrink set arc separated from t he
surrounding mesh. To do this the nodes of the smronnding hexahedral elements that
are on the boundary of the shrink set arc replaced with the corresponding copied
uodes from step two. The result is shown in Figure 4.7a. The fourth step fills the
void that has been created by step three with a sheet of new elements a.s shown in
Figure 4.7b.
Pillowing operations can be grouped into two general categories: operation::;
resulting in modified surface meshes a.nd operations that do not modify the surface
mesh. Two examples of pillowing operations resulting in modified surfaces are ::;hown
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a.

b.

Figure 4.6: :.Jod e~ of the t>hrink set hexahed ront> are shrunk into the volume.

a.

b.

Figure 4. 7: Coust.ruct ion of the pillovv usi ng the new node connectivity.

in Figure 4.8. In Figure 4.8a two elements have been shrunk away from lhc neighboring hexahedral elements but not the neighboring qua.drilatera.l elements. The result.
of this is a modified mesh on four surfaces. Figure 4.8b shows a

~imilar

me..<;h , but

in this case Lhc clements in the shrink set ...vere pulled away from Lhc quadrilateral
elements on one surf<:J.<.:e resulting in a mesh with only three modifi ed surfaces.
Figure 4.9 shows Lhe result of pillowing \;viLhout modifying the s urface mesh.
In this example, two hexahedral elements, each with three faces lying on the surface,
have been pillowed . These elements were shrunk away from both t he neighboring
hexahedral elemems and the neighboring quadrilateral surface clements. The result-
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ing pillo"v contajns ten new clements and isolates the two elements in the original
shrink set.

b.

a.

Figure 4.8: Pillowed hexahedra.! clements with modified surfaces.

Figure 4.9: A volume with pillowed hexahedral elements and no modified surfaces.

Another type of pillowing known as boundary pillowing involves the insertion
of a pillow of hexahedral clement adjacent to one or more surfaces. In this case,
the clements that arc touching the surfa.ce are shrunk into the volume so that they
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a rc scpa.ratecl from t he neighboring quadril(;l.tcral surface clements. A pillow is then
inserted into t he void tha t. hl'ls b een created. F igure 4 .10 shows a boundary pillow
add<'d to two s urfaces of a meshed c ube.

Figure 4. 10: Boundary pillow on t.wo ::;urfac<'s of a cube.
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5 SHEET INSERT ION

This chapter cliscttsses three new techniques for local mesh refinement: feature
refinement , shortest path refinement , <:tnd automatic refinement based on mes h size
va ri ation. These reli llt'ment techniques art' based on inserting sheets of hexa hedral
clements into a.n existing mesh.
Being able lo perform local refineuwnt on a mesh is desirable in many ca.scs. A
model can be meshed wit.h an initial coa rse mesh. If areas of unacceptable error exist
in t he mesh because it. is too coarse, local rPfinement can be performed t.o improve
the ana.lysis. In this wn.y the total number of mesh elements ca.u h e kept lower than if
the wbolP. model is !lleHhcd with a uniform d<'l ts ity. Keeping the elernE:lnt count. dm.vn
decreases the computnLion time and resources required to perform the analysis. fo.;[esh
refinement can also IH' used to help the nwsh conform to the analysis. For example,
if a stress aJ1alysis is being performed, elrments can be insert.<>d into the lllf'sh that
foliO\.v the contours of t.hc stress gradients. Th is can help improve the accuracy of the
a na lysis.

5. 1

Feature R e fine me nt
In finite element analysis, the phenontcnon that is being analy:led- for example

~tress,

flu id flow velocity, or temperature

often experience:; high gradients that.

G<'1.n

be associated \Vith geontelric features. High stress concent rations occur at s ha rp
corners in the

a.ne:ll y~is

model and fluid fl ow velocity changes quickly approach ing

model bouncaries. In Innny cases the accurn.ry of the analysis can be improved by
refin ing t he mesh iu t,IIt! a rea of high gradi0t1t.s. Because of th i~, one useful method of
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defin ing shrink regions is to use geometric features of the model. These features can
be generalized as surface regions, lines, and points .

5.1.1

Defining the shrink region with a surface
Surfaces can be used as a reference for defining a shrink region . vVhen using

surfaces to d efine the shrink region a layer of new clements is inserted into the mesh so
that it runs parallel t o the reference s urfaces. This is illustrated for a single reference
surface in Figures 5. l a- 5.lc. The original mesh is shown in Figure 5. la and t he
conca,ve surface is used as t he reference surface. In Figure 5.1b the firs t two layers of
hexahedral elements that (:l.re adjacent to t he concave surface have been shrunk away
from the original me.'3h. After shrinking, a void is created that is read y to be fill ed
with a. layer of new elements. The highlighted elements in Figure 5.1c show the fina.l
mesh after t he new elements have been inserted.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 5.1: Using a surface to define the shrink region.

Sheet insertion can also be m;cd to improve boundary elements by inserting a
pillow adjacent to t he boundary (sec Figure 4.10). Once a good bounda ry layer has
bceu created: a modified form of dicing[ 18] can then be used to create biased elements.
For problems with boundary sensitiv<-l analyses, this could improve accm acy.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show an example of inserting a. sheet adjacent to a snrfc:.1cc
and then dicing the new clements to crea.te boundary layer clement::;. An original
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mesh of an airfoil is showu in F igure 5.2a.. Figme 5.2b shows the mesh after inserting
a layer of element s around t he airfoil and dicing the layer wi t h a. biased scheme and
s ix intervals . A close-up of the leading edge of the airfoil is :;;hown in Figure 5.3.

b.

a.

F igure 5.2: :vlcsh of an airfoil before and after refinement.

5.1.2

D efining t he s hrink region w ith a line
Another useful method for sp ecify ing the elements in t he shrink regiou is to

usc a cha racteris tic line of the model[3]. Wi t h this line as the axis and a.n associated
distance as t he radiw;, a topological cylinder (or t orus) defi nes the boundary of t he
shrink region. A convenient wa.y t o specify the line and radius is to use a geometric
curve as the line and mesh clement intervals as the rad ius.
F igures 5.4a 5.4c illus trate the process of defining a. s hrin k region with a line.
F igure 5.4a shows a sketch of an unrefined mesh . The geometric curve that defines the
axis and the mesh elements that define the shrink region boundary arc highlighted. In
this example, the number of hexahedral elements from the curve defines the radius to
the boundary of the shri n k region (a geomet ric distance could also be used ). Here, a
d ist ance of two clements is used. Figure 5.4b s hows the shrink region after it hus been
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separated from th e original mesh and Figure 5.4c shuws the ne\v layer of elements
inserted into t he void.

Figme 5.3: Close-up of refined rnesh of airfoi l model.

a.

b.

Figure 5.4: Using a line to define

c.
CJ. shrink

region.

An example of a mesh t hat has been refi ned using a line to defi ne t he shrink
region is shown in Figure::; 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.5 shmvs the original me!:i h of a shaft
and the line tha.t is used to define the shrink region. In this exampl e, four layers
28

of h<'xahcdral clcmculs are inserted into thP void created by shrinking the clements
iu l.he original mesh. The final mesh is s hown in f igu re 5.6. F igure 5.7 shows a
<.:ross-section of the area around t he surface liue from before (P igure 5. 7a.) and after
(Figur<' 5. 7b) the refinement operation.

S urface Line

Figure 5.5: A meshed shaft before refinement.

Table 5. 1 shows n comparison b et\\'ccn t he qualiLy of llw meshes in Figures 5.5
<:mel 5. G. The a.cceptablc range for shape is 0.3 to 1.0 with t he ideal being 1.0[ 12) and
the acceptab le range for sca.led Jacobian het.ween 0.5 and 1.0 wit h the ideal being
1.. 0[ l5].

9

T he refinement process has increased the number of clements frorn 8925 to

3 without ca using a d rastic change in t he overall quality of the mesh. Although

th<' quali ty of this example did not decrea.'ie much it is imporl ant. to note that iu some
case:-; nd ding elements to a. rnesh can cause a signifi cant

5.1.3

cl ccrea~c

in t he mesh quality.

D e fining t he s hrink region with a point
A final method t.hat will be discus..;;<·d in this section for specifying the clements

in a shrink region wiH'n doing feature refin ement is to use a point. In this case, the
point a nd l'l.n associated rl'l.d ius a.re used to create
be conv<'niently defined using a vertex or a node.
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l:l.

topologicl'l.l sphere. A point can

Figure 5.6: Shaft after refinement.

b.

H.

Figure 5.7: Cro:;l::l-section views of refi nement to shaft mesh.

Figure 5. a 5. c illustrates the process of defining a shrink region with a point.
Figure 5.8a show:; a skE>tch of an unrefined mesh. The vertex that is us<•d to define the
shrink region is highlighted. In this example, t.hc number of hexahedral eiC'ntent.s from
the point defiucR the radius to the boundary of the shrink region. Here, a distance of
t.wo elements is used. Figure 5.8b shows t he shrin k region separated front t,h<:' original
me:;h and F igure 5.8r shows t he new layer of ele111ents inserted into t lte void.
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Table 5. 1: .\ 1esh quality of shaft mesh before a nd after refinement .
Scaled .Jacobian

Hexahedral Shape [12]

Avg.

Std.
Dev.

Ylin.

Max .

Avg.

Std.
Dev .

Min.

:\lax.

Before

0.7943

0.1200

0.5491

0. 9997

0.7943

0.1059

0.4178

0.9675

After

0.7890

0.1184

0.4395

0.9997

0.7611

0. 1274

0.4266

0.9675

b.

a..
F igure 5.8: Using a point

5.2

to

c.
define the shrink region.

Trans ition Path Insertion
The in itial application of sheet insertion [7] was developed to k1llow the mod-

ification of swept m eshes so that the mesh on the linking surfaces could b ecome
unstruct ured. T his can be clone by defin ing a transition path in t he mesh a.nd then
creating a shrink region in t he desired d irection of refinement. This has been implementecl to allow element sheets to be inserted both para llel and p erpendicular to the
sweep direction.

5.2.1

D e fining the tra nsition path a nd shrink r e gion
The fi rst s tep in t ransition path refinement is to define the t ransition pat b.

(T he t r ansition is t he area between the original mesh and t he s hri nk region and \-viii
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be discussed later.) This path is defined by a

~:>et

of linked nodes that form a. line that

passes through the volume mesh. The terminating ends of the path arc located on
the linking surfaces of the volume, and the pat h is found using a shortest weighted
path algorithm based on Dijkstra's algorithm[26]. The distance is weighted to do the
following: 1) minimize the number of nodes in the pat h, 2) keep the path as straight
as possible; and 3) keep the path as far fro m non-terminating linking surfaces as
possible. These objectives help improve the quality of the resulting mesh by keeping
the number of hexahedral elements in the transition to a minimum and allmving as
much room as possible for the clements in the transition to be smoot hed .
The weighted distance of a node is defined as:

dist = (p + 1) + I: + ('Wmar

-

Wnorle)

where:

dist = weighted distance of the node
p

= weighted distance of the previous node in the path

. { 0 if the node path docs not turn
t=
1 otherwise
1./JnOrfe

= weight of node

'Wm(tx

= maximum weight of al l nodes

The distance a node is from the linking surfaces determines its weight value. A node
on a linking surface is weighted zero and t he node furthest from any linking surfaces
is \veight.ed

'Wmax ·

Thus , the value

t.he objective of moving the path

('111rna.c -

aw<l,Y

'W 11 ode)

is added to the distance to meet

from the surfaces . The value t is determined

by t he "straightness" of the path. Figure 5.9a shows a path with consecutive nodes

that do not turn and Figure 5.9b shows a p8th that docs turn.
The shortest weighted path algorithm is a. breadth first search that proceeds
through the following steps:
Step 1: Define the search group;
St.ep 2: Define the start and end node of the p<~.t.h;
Step 3: Weight all nodes in the search group;
Step 4: Set distance of a.ll nodes to rnaxirnmn integer value;
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i
i

i
b.

a.

f igure 5.9: A straight (a.) and turning (b.) node path.

Step 5: Set (start node).dist = 0:
Step 6: Set (start noo(:>).path = _ t;LL:
Step 7: Search for path

While end node uot found

If Search group is empty
r eturn fa ilure;
N = Smallest unknown d istance nodo;
[f N ==end node

goto St.ep 8;
else

Remove N from search group;

Get nodes, i\1, adjacent to N;
For each node M

+ 1 + .\1.1 + (11' a.r- :\J.W1100~)} < 1\f.dist
!U.dist = N.disl + l + M.l. + (wmax - :\ f. wuod~):

if {l':.dist

111

M.pat h = lV;
end For;
end While;
Step 8: Store path in Jist, L
N = end node;

\Vhi:e N.path != NU LL
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L. ap-pewl( N);

N = N. pai.h. ;
end vVhile
Step 9: ret urn L;
In Step 7, if the search group is empty before the end node is reached then the sea rch
group is disjoint and a. path between the ::;tart and end nodes cannot be founcl so the
Ftlgori t hm returns a. failure. As the algori thm progresses, each node that has been
vis ited hotels a. poinler to t he node imrnecl inlely before it in the path. This way, once
the end node is r eacl1C'd, the path can be fo u11d hy starting with the end node and
followi11g the pointers hack l o the start nociP. The highlighted edges in Figmc 5.10
s how a transition pnth that was fotmcl through Lhe given mesh using the s hortest
weighted path algorithm.

Transition Path

F igu re 5. 10: A transition pnth through a mcslt.

Once the tram;it ion path is found iL is t hen projected th rough the volumr until
it reaches a target surface

Hs

shown in Figure 5.11. (In this exampl e this projection

is parallel to t he sweep trajectory.) T hi::; projection forms a sheet of nodes t hat C<tn
be used t.o define Lhe shrink region. T he hexahedral elements t hat have four nodes

lying on this sheet are added to the shrink region . Figure 5. 12

~hows

t his shrink

region. These elements arc separated from the original mesh a.ncl a. sheet of elements
is inserted into the void to create the final mesh shown in Figure 5.13.

Terminating End
Points Projected A long
Linking Surfaces

Path Projected o nto
Target Surface

F igm e 5.11: Projection of transition pat h through t he mesh.

Shrink Region

Figure 5.12: Shrink region defined by the transition path projection.

Figure 5.14 shows a close up of the transition elements between the origi md
nws h and the shrink region. ll can be :;ccn t hat this transit ion a.rca contains both
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Transition
Area
Inserted S heet

Figure 5.13: \1esh from Figure 5. 11 after new hexahedral clements have been inserted.

t hree and five valent nodes. Although these a reas will be present a nd will lead to lower
quality elements they arc minimized by the three objectives of the path algorit hm
discussed above.

Transition Elements

Shrink Region

Figure 5.14: A Close-up of the transition area shown in Figure 5.13.

3G

5.2.2

Inserting sheets perpendicular to the sweep direction
The transition path can be projected perpendicular to t he sweep direction so

that it emerges from a linking surface. If a. hole is encountered as the path is being
projected t hrough the volume the path is projected across the void and continues as
it would normally.
Figure 5.15 shows a model where this type of sheet insertion may be useful.
The cross section of the model is the same as that shown in Figure 5.10. The projection of the transition path is highlighted in Figure 5. 15a. The elements of the
original mesh shown in F igure 5.15a. ha.ve a. wide range in aspect ratio. If th is was
not desirable for the analysis new sheets of clements could be inserted as shown in
Figure 5.15b. In this case, the sheet insertion operation

h a~

been performed twice. A

comparison in the aspect ratio quality of the mesh before and after sheet insertion is

shown in Table 5.2.

Projection of
Transition Path
a.

Inserted Sheets

b.

Figure 5.15: Model with two sheets inserted perpendicular to sweep direction.

5.3

Automatic Sheet Insertion Based on Element Size
The final sheet insertion scheme that will be discussed in this chapter is au-

tomatic sheet insertion based on clement size. This scheme was developed to help
control the variation of element. si:ce in a mesh. Currently, this scherne follmvs four
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Ta.ble 5.2: Aspect ratio for model shown in Figure 5.15 before and after sheet insert ion.

Avg.

Std. Dev.

Min.

\llax.

Before Insertion

2.390

1.261

1.009

7.197

After Insertion

1.550

0.4971

1.004

4. j t~4

basic steps: 1) a user selects an existing tw ist plane and spccii1C's a refinem ent cri terion , 2) the hexahedra.! clements of the sclcctnd twist plane nn' found , 3) element:-; a.re
added to a shrink set baAed on the given refinement criterion a nd the shrink region
is separatt>d from the original mesh: and 4) uew sheets of lwxnheclral elements a re
insert rd around the sh rin k set.

5.3.1

Finding H exahedral Sheets
'I'he first step t.o a utomatic sheet in:;ert.iou is to find all t.l te hexahedral elements

of th<' shecl that is being refined.

As has been discussed in Chapter 2, a twist

pl<tn<.' call represent a shcE't of mesh elements. A u.c;er specifics t he twist plane to be
refined hy selecting a s ingle mesh edge. Figure 5. 16 shows how t his is done. A mesh
edge is d10se n and the surface dual chord Lhat intersects it is found (dashed 1incs in
Figm c G. lG represent dun! chords). The surface ccntroid1; of this chord represent end
points of volume chords t hat are part of th0 twist plane I h e~ I is bei ng defined. One
of t h<'S<' volume chords is arbitrarily chosen nncl the hexah0dr:1 I clement of the first
volume ceutroid becomes the initial element in the sheet, h 0 .
Once t he init ia l clement is found tht• chord segm ents of its dmtl cenelroid that
lie on t ht> twist plane c<m be followed
boundc-u·~·

to

neighboring clements. If t.he element is on a

the chord will terminate a.t the surface centroid. If a neighboring clement

is fou ll<l that is not a.lrPa.dy in the hex sheet it is added t.o t.hc sheet and ench of
its neighboring clements is searched in tum. This process continues until no new
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e-r
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Defining
Edge
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I
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,
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(

;

SUJface
Centroid
Volume
Centroid

Figure 5.16: Defining a tvvist plane with a mesh edge.

elements arc found. The following recursive algorithm outlines this process of finding
hexahedral ~heets.
Step 1: Define the twist plane, p, and initial hex element, h0 , of the sheet;
Step 2: For each chord segment, si, of h0 on p;
Find neighboring hex element, hi;
If hi is already in sheet

continue;
else
Add hi to sheet and perform Step 2 on hi.;
Step 3: Return hex sheet;
5.3.2

Adding elements to the shrink region and inserting the sheet
After t he sheet of hexahedral clements has been found the next t>tep

determine the elements in the

~heet

IS

to

that will be refined. T<) do this, all the elements

in the sheet are examined. Each clement in the sheet has one pair of opposing faces
that are not shared by another element in the
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~heet.

The distance between these two

faces is found a nd recorded for each element. T hen , t he element in t he sheet wit h
t he shortest dis tance is found. .\Jex t , the shor tes t distance is used to get a rat io for
every other elclllent in t he sheet. This ratio is t he distance of the ot her elements to
t he shortest d istance. As the ratio for each clement is found it is compared with a
user specified factor. If the ra.tio is greater than or equal to this factor the clement
is added to the shrink region. O nce t he shrink region has b een found and separated
from the origina l mesh , the new sheet of hexahedral elements cnn be inserted into the
rnesh.
F igure 5.17 shows a m esh of a model th at is a. good candidate for automatic
s heet insertion. This is a simple model to mesh using a sweeping scheme but b ecause of
t. he cha.nge in the linking s urfaces the resulting mesh has a low quality. T he mesh also
does not resolve t he geometry of the target surface very well. Using au tomatic sheet
insertion to insert four new sheets of hexahedral elements, thi::; mesh was refi ned a1:>
shown in Figure 5. 18. F igure 5.1 9a shows t he first. sheet that

W<lS

refined using n ratio

of 1.5. T he resulting inserted sheet is shown in F igure 5.19b. Figures 5.19c a.nd 5.19e
:-;how t he second and fo urth s heets that were refin ed using a rat io of 2.0 and 2.6
respectively. The resulting inserted sheets are t>hown in F igures 5. 19cl a nd 5.1 9f. The
t hird sheet was inserted into t he b ottle on the side that is not shown . F igure 5.20
shows the hexahedral clements of the firs t inser ted s heet after t he mesh was smoothed.
T he result ing mesh is wuch more uniform and as shown in Te1 b le 5. 3 t he quality of
t he mcs!l has improved.

T::thle 5.3:

~vf esh

qu ality of b ottle mesh before and after s heet int>ertion .

Scaled J acobian

Hexahedral Sha.pe [12]

Avg.

Std.
Dcv .

.tVl in .

Max .

A vg.

Std.
Dcv.

Min .

:VIax .

Defore

0.7731

0. 2050

0. 1448

0.9965

0.6938

0.1971

0.1981

0.9859

After

0.8356

0.1 320

0.4274

0.9976

0.8351

0.10:35

0.4962

0.9876
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Pigm e 5.17: Bot tle mesh before sheet insertiou.

Figure 5.18: Boltlc mesh after sheet insertion.
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a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

Figure 5.19: Iw·>erting sheets into bot tle UJesh.
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Figure 5.20: IJexa.hedral clements of sheet int~erted into 1ucsh shown in Figure 5.18
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6 SHEET EX T RACTION

Sheet extraction

i~;

the opposite of sheet insert ion. The

fir~:>t

step of sheet

extraction is to find sheets of hexahedral elements u:;ing the algori thm discussed in
Section 5.3.1. The elements of the sheet are then deleted and nodes arc merged
together to fill the void that is created. A opecial case of sheet extraction has been
developed Lha t is similar to shortest path sheet insertion (Section 5.2). In this case,
a shorLcst ...vcigbted

tr an~;i t i on

path is found and portions of two parallel sheets of

clements are removed from the mesh.

6.1

Merging Nodes
Once Lhe sheet of hexahedra.] elements that vdl be extracted has been found

sets of nodes that will be merged together after the ext rc:lction process are created.
E o.ch merge set con tains nodes that share an edge bisected by the twist plane that
defines the sheet. This grouping is cumulative so that the sets may contain more than
two nodes. These larger sets ·will occur at self-intersections in the twist. plane. Figure G.l ill liS t ra tes how nodes are grouped into sets using a two-dirnension:1l example.
In th is case, nodes 1 and 2 share an edge bisected by the dual. These two nodes vvill
be grouped into one set. Nodes 3 and 4 also share a bisected edge but so do nodes 4
and 5 and nodes 5 and 6. 13ecause t.he grouping is cumulative, nodes 3, 4: 5, and 6
will be grouped into a single merge set.
Defore the nodes in each set are merged a check is made to ensure t hat the
merge is possible. The governing influence in this check is the geometric enti ty t hat
own ~;

each node. The node with the lowest dimensional owner is found and a check is
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made to see if the other nodes in the set can be merged into it. Table G. l summarizes
t.lte rules use to determine if a merge is possible.

If t he merge is possible for all merge sets the elements of t he shed are deleted
from the mesh. The nodes arc then merged based on O\\'n ing entity: nodes owned by
higher d imeusionn l entities arc merged into nodes owned by lower d imens iona l entit ies.

Tf t.hc o>vning cnt.it.ies of two nodes that arc being merged arc the same dimension,
the owners a rc required to be the same entity and the nodes will be merged to an
average lOC(i.tion.

Dual
Cho'd \

1

Figure 6.1: Grouping nodes into merge sets .

6.2

Transition P ath Extraction
The first

~;tep

of transition path extraction is to define the tran:-;ition path.

This is done usi ng t he shortest weighted path algorithm described in S(:'ction 5.2.
Aft er the transition path is found a.nd projected through t he mesh to a surface of the
111odcl, portions of two adjacent twist planes nrc removed from the dual thus removing
Li te <'OJTf',.f>pOli<.Jing hexahedral sheets.

Cr ea.t.ing the transition is more diffi cul t for extraction than insertion . This
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Table 6.1: Node merging rules based on o·wnin · entity.

If uode
owner is

Vertex

Curve

Su rface

Body

Vertex

1'\ ever merge

.'vlerge to
vertex if
vertex is on
curve

Merge to
vertex if
vertex is on
:·mrface

\ferge to
vertex if
vertex is on
body

Merge to
average
location if
both curves
arc the same
entity

.l\ll e rge t.o curve
if c urve is on
the s urface

.tvierge to
curve if curve
is on body

Merge to
average
loc.:1.t.ion if
both smfaces
are t he same
entity

Merge to
surface if
surface is on
body

C urve

Su rface

Merge to
average
location if
both bodies
are the same
entity

Body

is d ne to twist planes being cut and tied back together. Figme 6.2 illustrates the
tv.ro-d imcnsional process of creating the tra.nsitiou for sheet extraction. Figure 6.2a
shows the node a nd a rrow indicating the transition point and direction of extraction
for this example (the dashed lines show the dual chords of the mesh a nd the solid lines
show the mesh edges). In F igure 6.2b the four dual chords a re cut at. the transition
point. :.Jext, the two middle chords a re removed from t.he mesh in the d irection of
the ext.ra.ction and Lhc two outer chords are moved a.s shown in Fi gure 6.2c.
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The chords arc now ready to be tied back together. The two chords in t he
extract ion direction arc tied together wit h the two middle cl1orcls of the unmodified
mesh as shown in Figure G.2d. The two outer chords of the unmodified mesh arc then
tied toget her as shown in Figure 6.2e. Fig ure 6.2f shows the final transition dual a.ncl
mesh.
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F igure 6.2: Ext.ra.c ting elements a.t a t ransition (d ashed lines show the dual) .

6.3

Sheet Extraction Examples
T he following figm es show two examples of sheet extract ion. The rn esh in

Figure 6.:3a. was created with the whisker weaving algorithm. Sheet (~xtra.ction is used
on this model to improve the mesh quali ty. The initial mesh has very poor quality
as s hown in Table 6.2. This mesh

h a~

Hixty-one inverted elements with 6253 total
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<->i<'ments. Pip,ure 6.3L> sll ows the mesh after slwet extraction was used t.o remove the
inverted elements. After t he inverted clement:; were removed, shef't. extraction was
t iH'n used to r<'IIIOYe the six Yalent nodes from the surface mesh to result in the mesh
shown in Figure 6.3c. The final mesh had 1612 elements with no invNted clements.
Tahl<> 6.2 shows a compa rison of the initial and final qua lity of this m0sh. If a fine r
lll<'sh is desir<'d, the refi nement techniques d iscussed in Chapter 5

c::~ n

be used to

rr.linc the coa rse mesh.

a.

b.

C.

Figure 6.3: Sheet extraction used t.o improve quality of

Figure 6.4a shows a. mesh wiLh a large va.ria l;iou

itl

1-1

mesh.

element aspect ratio. Be-

cause of the holf's in the model it must be meshed by sweeping with the tapered
boundary surfa.ces as linking surfaces. This for<..:<'S Lhe te~pe rcd s urfaces to be me..shed
by mapping which is the cause of the variation in aspect ratio. To improve the mc:;h,

transition path extracLion was used to remov<' elements in the tapcrNI end of lhe
model. In this example, t hree successive extract.ion open1.tions were performed to get
tit<' mesh showu in Figure 6.4b. TablE' 6.3 shows a compa.risou bet,veen t he shape and

nsp0rt. ratio qual ity met rics for this mesh. Not ire that not only is t he aspect ratio
more unifonn bttt the shape metric is also improved sliglll,ly by sheet extraction.
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Table G.2: Quali ty of mesh in Figure 6.3 before <tnd a fter sheet extraction.
Shap e

Scaled J acobian

Before

A.fter

Defore

After

Average

0.6961

0.6278

0.6578

0.6569

Std. Dev.

0.1986

0.1151

0.2477

0.1735

Min.

0.0000

0.2883

-0.8900

0.2953

Ma.x.

0.9865

0.9517

0.9963

0.9956

Table 6.3: Q ua lity of rneBh in Figure 6.4 before and after sheet extraction.
Shape

Asp ect. Rfl.t io

Before

After

Before

Afler

Average

0.8511

0.8677

1.845

1.404

Std. Dev.

0.1423

0.1131

0.8637

0.39 16

.:Vlin.

0.43 l 2

0.4657

1.004

1.003

~,lax.

0.9989

0.9982

5.524

3.744
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a..

b.

Figm c 6.4: Example tran~:: i L i on path !:ihect extraction.
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7 MESH CUTTING

Me.sh modifica tion can also be used in the mesh generation process for complex
geometri es. A si mple mesh tha.t has been created by an algori t hm s uch as mapping
or sweeping can be modified to fi t a. complex geometry. Dhondt has introduced an
approa.ch th at nscs this rnethod [9). Dhondt's method creates a master mesh t hat
cncompasse~

the geometry that is being modeled and then cuts t.he elements that arc

intersected by the geomel;ry. These cut clements are then rerneshecl based on a set of
cutting

topolog i e~

and predetermined meshi ng .schemes.

This chapter discusses a new type mesh cutting algorit hm t hat makes it possible to create a valid , all-hexahedral, and full y conformal mesh for complex geometries.
This rne.sh cutting algorithm starts with a simple mesh t hat encompasses t he geometry of interest. Nodes of the original mesh a re t hen moved to the geometry's s urface
and cul;ting iH perfo rmed along faces shared by hexahedral clements. Th is method
differs from D hondt's in that no element:.; of the mesh are cut

t he cutting is clone

along shared faces of elements. Also , t he fina l step of the mesh cut t ing algorithm
inserts a layer of clements along the boundary of the cut ting .surface to improve t he
quoli ty of t he fi nal mesh. These differences make t he olgorithm more general because
it does not need to rely on predetermined meshing schemet>.

7.1

The M esh Cutting Algorithm
The t>teps of mesh cutting 1:1.re: 1) create a mesh of a. simplified geomet ry;

2) introduce or define t he complex geometric features that the mesh should capture;
3) move t he nodes of t he hexahedral elements t hat arc intersected by the surfaces
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of the new gf'OIIIC'try to these new surfaces; aud -!) add a buffer layer of hexahedral
clements around the 11ew s urfaces to improve mesh quality.
The first step to mesh cutting is to crcnte a simple mesh. Using a simple mesh
as u starting point. a llows existing meshing algorithms to perform this st.rp. A mapped
or swept mesh

C<l n

he quickly and efficiently created for this simple mC's h. Although

t.his mesh cutting approach may ultimately result in poor quality elerucnt.H being ncar
t.ltr boundary, the model can be orientated to t.lte simple mesh so that it closely follows
the uounclarics of the model. This gives the mesh cutting algorithm

SO illl'

orientation

insensitivity hut it is not fully independeut. of the geometry placemeut. . The mesh in
Figure 7.1 is of

<1.

simple model t hat will be used to graphically show the steps of the

nwslt cutting algorithm. This figure is step one of the cutting process.

figu re 7.l: A mesh of

H.

simplified geometry.

The second step to mesh cutting is introd ucing or defining the complex geontcl'.ric features that the mesh :-;hould ca.pt.m c. This can be done by using geometry
Lhnt is defined in the underlying geometry-modeling engine of the m<•sh generation
package or by some other means. The introduced geometric featmes !llllSt intersect
at least t\vo dirfereut hexahedral clements.

Pig~tre

7.2 shows a. cylinder t,hat has been

introduced to iutersect the mesh from Figure' 7.1. This cylinder will be used to define

G4

the complex geometry-a hole t hrough the

m e~h

in Figure 7.1 in this ec.1.se-that will

be captured in the final mesh.

figme 7.2: A cylinder has been inserted into the original simple mesh.

The third step to mesh cutting is moving t.h0. nodP.!=; of t.hP int.erseet.P.d hexahedral clements to the ne\v geometry. Each clement t hat is iut.ersected by the surfaces
of the new geometry is first identified. It is then determined which nodes of the element lie outside or inside t he surface. The outside of t.he smface is defi ned by the dot
product. of t he vector from the closest point on the surf:.'l.ee to t he node in question
wit h the surface normal vector at the closes t point on Lhe s urfF.tce. If t he dot product
of these two vectors is greater t han or equal to zero the node is said lo be outside
the 8ttrface. Once a node has been d eter mi ned to be inside or ou tside, a check is
made to sec if more nodes lie

out~ide

or inside the s urface. To minimize the number

of nodes that arc moved, the nodes on the side 'vvith the fc,-veA
c;t nodes are moved to
t.he surface. In either case, element.s on both sides of t.he su rface will be modified but
the deformation caused by moving nodes will be

minimi~ed.

In this "vay the mesh is

molded to the new geometry.
figure 7.3 shows the process of moving nodes to the cutting geometry with
a. t.wo-dirnensiona.l examples. Figure 7.3a shows the original mesh with the line t hat
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will be used as the eutting geometry. The cutting line intersects five elements of t he
mesh. In this example, the nodes to the left and above the line will be outside the
line. Figure 7.3b shows the nodes of two clements moved to t he line. Because the
number of nodes on either side of the line is equal for these

el ements~

the nodes on

the outside are moved to the line. Figure 7.3c shows the third clement being fit to
the line. This clement originally had only the one node on the inside of the lin and 3
nodes on the outside so only the inside node is moved. Figure 7.3d shows the mesh
after all nodes have been moved to the line.

r[]-tf
--

,...---

I

~i

4

,.....-

a.

b.

d.

c.

c.

Figure 7.3: 20 example of node moving a.nd sheet insertion.

\Vhen the nodes of the original mesh are moved to the new surface the result
can be poor quality elements (this effect can be seen in the two-dimension example
in Figure 7.3d) where inverted elements exist. Thus, the fourth step of the mesh
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cut ting a lgori thm is to add a. buffer layer of hexahedral element::; to both sides of
the complex features of the final geometry. Adding a layer of hexahedral elements
along the s urfaces will remove the inverted clements. Figure 7.3c ::;hows a layer of
elements added to one side of the cu tting line in the t-wo-dimcnsiou example from
above. Figure 7. 4 shows t he mesh from Figure 7.1 after the nodes of the

intc~rsected

elements ha.vc been moved to the cuttin g geometry and the buffer layer of clements
have been added.

Figure 7.4: r-desh after node moving and sheet in::;ertion.

Figure 7.5 shows how the final geomet ry ha::; been cap t ure iu t he original mesh.
Elements can now be removed from the mesh to show the mesh of the fin al geometry
as shown in Figure 7.6. Although the fin al geometry in t his example could have been
meshed with existing algorithms it ill ustrat es the steps of the mesh cutting algorithm.

7.2

M esh Cutting Examples
The following figures show three examples of the mesh cutti ng algorithm.

Figure 7.7 shows a mesh of a block wit h two intersecting cylinders cut out of it.
This mesh is an example of a. very simple looking geometry that was previously very
difficult to mesh with an all-hexahedral mesh without first decomposing the volume
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Figure 7.5: The geometry of the cylinder has been captured in the mesh .

F igure 7.6: The ori gi nal geometry has been modified to flt the t.rue geometry.

into m() ppa.ble or swecpable volumes. Table 7. 1 shows the quality of t his mesh. T he
:-1.cceptable range for shape is 0.3 to 1.0 with the ideal being 1.0[1 2] and the acceptable
ru.ngc for scaled Jacobian between 0. 5 and 1.0 ·w ith the ideal being 1.0[15].
Figures 7.8: 7.9: a nd 7.10 show a mesh of a block with a wire looping through
it. This model is an example of an all-hexahedral mesh that would be very difficult
to create without mesh cutti ng. It rnay be possible to mesh t his model with whisker
weaving but the resultiug mesh would be low quality and very unstructured. :Vlesh
cutting resulted in a va lid mesh with decent quality as s hown in Table 7.2. Notice
t hat t lu.'! l'tvera.ge quality for this mesh is very good although the minimum quality is
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F igm e 7.7: Two views of a block mesh with intersecting cylinders cut ou t of it..

Ta ble 7.1: Nlcsh quality of block mesh with intersecting holes.
Std. Dev.

~lin .

~lax.

Sha pe

0.8611

0.1144

0. 5034

0.9994

Sraled Jac.

0.8997

0.1286

0.413 1

0.9997

poor. This is because most. of the mesh is very structured wit,h t he only unstru<.:tured
elcmcuts being along the s urfaces of the wire. If high quality elements arc desired at
the s mface of t he wire additional layers of hexahedral clements ca n be inserted along

the smfilce to move the poor quality elements away from t he surface and into t.he
vol11me.

GO

Figurf' 7.8: Block wi t h a looping wire t h rough it.

Table 7.2: Quality of block mesh with wire.

Shape
Sc<~ l ed

.Jac.

Avg.

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

0.9810

0.06453

0.3890

1.000

0.98-40

0.06208

0.2929

1.000

Figure 7.9: Dlock me1;h wi t h a. loop cut ou t of il.
60

Figure 7.10: Cross-section view of mesh in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.11 shows a mesh of an assembly model. This model has two intersecting sweep axes that would not be difficult to mesh if they were independent of
each other. Figure 7.12 shows the volume t hat is at the intersection of the two sweep
nxes . The cutouts and curves on the linking surfaces make this volume very difficult
to mesh with sweeping. rviesh cutting, on the other ha.nd, easily creates a mesh fo r
this model. The simple mesh shown in Figure 7.13a was first created and then mesh
cutting was used to capture the features of t he real volume. The final mesh is shown
in Figure 7.1 3b. Once this mesh was created the rest of the model was meshed by
sweeping out from this volume.

Figure 7.11 : An assembly mesh.

A mesh , not shown here, was created for this model before the mesh cutting
a lgorithm was developed. The original model was decomposed into 56 volumes and
contained about 57,000 elements; it took a.bout one week to create. The model w<:1s
meshed again w-;ing the mesh cutting algorithm. The new mesh conta ined about
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Figure 7.12: Unsvvcepable volume from model in F igure 7. 11.

18,000 elements "vith the model decomposed into 18 volumes. U::;ing mesh cutting,
\.he mesh took only about, 2~ days to create. Table 7.3 shows a C0111 pnrison of the

qua lity of both meshes. ·ot only was the

also improved.

t illle

to me!>h reduced but the quality

\HIS

a.

b.

Figure 7.13: A beginning simple mesh (a.) a11d tht• fina l mesh (b.) after mesh cutting.

Table 7.3: A::.;scmbly rne::.;h quali ty.
Slwpc
56
mesh

Sctl.lcd J<teo bian

volume

volunw

18
me::.;h

56
me::.;h

volurrw

18
mesh

A\-crnge

0.8660

0.8279

0. 938

0.8652

Sr.ci. Oev.

0.13 9

0.14-W

0.137

0.1388

.i\lill.

0.1095

0.2276

0.05153

0.2020

.i\fax.

0.9996

0.9993

1.0000

0.9998
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8 CONCLUSION

Local modification of all-hexahed ra l mrsh0s can be difficull because of the
global effects of removing a single elcmcnl. However, the work presented in this thesis
has shown t hat local mesh moditieation is possible by using the information contained
iu the dual of the mE>sh t.o understa nd a nd take advantage of the global constraints.
Three general modification techniqu<?s have h<'<' ll presented: sheet insertion, sheet.
extraction , and mesh cutting. The:-;e tcchniqurs

r::~n

be used to refine anci coarsen a

mesh and fit simple meshes t.o complex gcomnt ric features.
It,

has been shown that mesh modification can be used in the meshing process

to improve mesh qua lity and reduce t.he overall t.imc to 1nesh. Mesh modification can

a.lso be used in adaptive meshing. By inserting and removing sheets of hexahedral
clements the mesh can be adapted to lhe physical problem that is being solved. In
some situations, however, mesh mod ification may decrease the quality of the mesh.
Quality degradation usually occms in t he area. where the unmodified mesh transitions
with the modified mesh. St udies investigating t he t rade-off between (1) t he quality of
the clements and (2) t he added accuracy brcausr t.he mesh has been eustorni%ed for
the problem. should be conducted to

addres~

the applicabili ty of mesh modification

to specific problems.
The work presented here also providrs a. framework for further studies into the
possibilities of mesh modification.

The~c

lllod ifica.tion techniques can be incorporated

iuto existing schemes to automatically modify t.he mesh during the generation process.
These techniques also provide t he ahi lity to stndy different criterion t hat can be used
to automatically determine where and ·when lo 1t10dify a. mesh during the generation
and analysis steps.
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